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Abstract—Containers are an emerging approach for applica-
tion deployment on the edge, as they are modular, lightweight,
and easy to use for development and maintenance. However,
deploying containers in an edge computing environment brings
new challenges: high latency links, limited resources, and user
mobility. This work proposes a new edge deployment architecture
that accelerates deployment and updates for edge applications.
By overcoming the design limitations of current registries, the
accelerator would reduce the deployment, start-up, and update
times of container-based applications.

Index Terms—container, edge computing, deployment

I. INTRODUCTION

A container is a standard light-weight software package.

Like VMs, containers provide a standard packaging for bina-

ries and configurations that can be deployed on a worker node.

Unlike VMs, containers are lightweight and easy to build.

Even lightweight unikernel VMs [1], [2] require re-building

and re-deploying the entire image. Container file systems, on

the other hand, are built as a stack of layers. This allows

developers to isolate individual components in separate layers.

Updating a component can be as simple as rebuilding its layer

rather than the entire image [3]. Similarly, we can extend a

component by adding layers on top of its stack. Deploying

a container simply requires fetching its layer images from a

registry to a worker, and starting it up. Containers therefore

fit well into the development workflow [4] and have become

popular in the Cloud computing setting [5], where developers

increasingly distribute software as container images.

Current container deployment approaches, however, are ill-

suited for the edge computing setting. Pulling image from the

registry in the cloud to an edge worker takes a long time over

high-latency, low-bandwidth links [6]. Limited edge resources

combined with user mobility means that applications deployed

at each edge change frequently [7]; placing a local registry or

cache at every edge can be expensive [6]. Finally, container-

based applications usually consist of multiple containers (e.g.,

a database, a backend, and a load balancer). Intermittent con-

nectivity means that edge applications must be self-contained,

thus all components of an edge applications must often be

deployed and managed simultaneously.

Much of existing work is cloud-oriented, focusing on

changes to the registry [6], [8], [9]. Slacker [10] improves

startup times by fetching individual files from the registry
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Fig. 1. Startup time for mysql:8.0.19 container (12 layers) with 200ms latency.

on demand, which would scale poorly when latency is high.

Cntr [11] and Pocket [12] move common parts of multiple

containers to a common daemon process. However, this ap-

proach is not transparent: it requires substantial changes to the

application and reduces container isolation. Other approaches

work at the single layer or container level [13]–[15]; we argue

that the application level, comprised of multiple containers, is

more appropriate for edge deployment, especially in ad-hoc

deployments or in outdoor settings.

II. ISSUES WHEN DEPLOYING CONTAINERS ON THE EDGE

Deploying containers quickly on the edge can be difficult

due to high latency and bandwidth-limited links, as well as

design limitations of current container registries.
1) Slow startup due to limited connections: Container

startup time can be slow since the baseline implementation

fetches the entire image before starting the container. One

proposed solution, eStargz [15], reduces container startup

times by rearranging files within each layer image such that

the “hot” files needed for startup can be fetched early. Workers

first fetch the hot part of the image, start the container, and

fetch remaining files in the background or lazily on-demand.

However, starting a container requires retrieving the table

of contents (TOC) from every layer. This requires at least two

and potentially three edge-cloud round-trips, since the size of

the layer image and its table of contents are unknown, and

since the TOC is located at the end of an image [16]. To

serve more clients, implementations usually limits the number

of concurrent connections per client to 2 or 3 [17]. Since

most containers have more layers [10], this results in delaying

container startup as TOCs are fetched one by one, which can

be substantial in a high-latency settings.

Fig. 1 shows the time to deploy and start mysql:8.0.19 on an

edge worker over a 200ms latency network, with 2 connections
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Fig. 2. Example of a typical image registry.

TABLE I
SIZE AND OVERHEAD IN MB TO UPDATE A CONTAINER.

container from → to update size duplicated size

mysql 8.0.20 → 8.0.21 516.17 246.15
nginx 1.19.1 → 1.19.2 58.84 52.23
nextcloud 17.0.7 → 17.0.8 647.37 526.22

allowed. It compares the baseline registry, eStargz, merging all

the layers of the container, and for a container whose images

are already stored locally, each with 99 runs. While both

eStargz and merged are significantly faster than the baseline

when using 2 connections, eStargz startup is several seconds

slower than a single-layer (merged) container due to the need

to fetch layer TOCs. While increasing the maximum number

of concurrent connections can help ameliorate the problem,

this can overwhelm the registry and is not always desirable

in resource-limited edge nodes. Thus, addressing this requires

changing the registry protocol or image storage.

2) File duplication: Since container images are often built

by extending other images with new layers, the structure of the

image repository resembles a tree where individual images are

split off from a common point. This is shown in Fig. 2, where

each vertex is a layer, and container images consist of the

path from the root to a solid, labeled circle. While convenient

during development, this tree structure results in duplicated file

and layers [8]–[10]. In many cases such duplication is captured

well by a shared ancestor with common layers; workers only

need to fetch non-shared layers during deployment.

However, a minor change to a single layer can cause a

cascading effect where all subsequent layers must be updated,

even though their contents are mostly identical [3]. This can

cause the updated container to “detach” from the original.

For example, mysql:8.0.21 and mysql:8.0.20 have no common

ancestor since an update to the debian:buster-slim image

forced an update to all downstream layers. This can result

in substantial overhead when updating applications over many

edge datacenters, or where bandwidth is scarce.

Table I shows the size needed for updating several con-

tainers using the baseline approach, and the overhead due to

duplicated files in the non-shared layers of both containers.

Updating a worker from mysql:8.0.20 to mysql:8.0.21 would

result in sending 516MB of data, 246MB of which are already

present in the mysql:8.0.20 image, an overhead of 48%.

III. DAG-BASED ACCELERATOR APPROACH

We propose that edge workers connect to an accelerator
server in the cloud that works with the existing registry. The
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Fig. 3. Example of the proposed DAG overlay.

accelerator uses a metadata database to implement a DAG

over the tree of containers, creates jointly-optimized container

images, and reduces edge-cloud round-trips by coalescing

existing registry images. A new edge-cloud protocol allows

us to do so on the fly, rather than storing optimized images.

On the edge side, a containerd snapshotter plugin enables

this new protocol [18]. This approach does not modify the

application containers themselves or the registry: both remain

unchanged and can be used to deploy to legacy workers.

1) DAG overlay: We propose to create an optimized di-

rected acyclic graph (DAG) which will overlay the existing

registry tree structure. Fig. 3 shows the DAG for the registry

in Fig. 2. Each vertex of the DAG represents the possible

deployment state of an edge worker, and each arrow is a

single “delta” layer. Deploying an application will first fetch

the application common base layer, which contains all the

shared files between these containers. The worker will then

fetch the delta layer for each container. Updating a worker

from one container to another requires finding the best path

between the current and desired deployment, and will involve

fetching at most two layers. Delta layers contain only updated

files, eliminating the overhead of duplication (Table I). As

with eStargz, the “hot” files in each delta layer are sent

first, allowing the container to start up before all new files

are fetched. Rather than storing delta layer images, we only

store the metadata required to fetch them on the fly: which

compressed files from which layer images need to be sent to

the worker, in addition to the list of hot files.

2) Jointly optimizing containers: The set of “hot” files

used during container startup can change depending on the

deployment environment and on other containers. For example,

a backend might require different files depending on which

database it is using, the hardware, or which version of a local

service is present. We thus propose to optimize the hot set per

application, and store it in the metadata database.

3) New edge-cloud protocol: While hot files can reduce

container start times, the structure of layer images and the

registry-worker protocol limit the benefits in edge environ-

ments (Sec. II). The accelerator implements a new protocol

which coalesces multiple layers at runtime, resulting in fewer

round trips. First, the accelerator fetches the table of contents

for all layers of all containers being deployed, merges them,

and sends them to the edge. It then loads only the hot files

from each layer image, and forwards them to edge. Once done,

the edge can instantiate containers with the hot files and start

them up, while fetching remaining files in the background.
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